Introduction to Quilting
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Course goal: This class will show you foundations of choosing fabrics, quilt designs, cutting and piecing precisely, and getting great results. We’ll make a quilt sandwich together, quilt it, and bind a mini quilt and you’ll be able to show the world what you’ve created!

Suggested sewing kit for class:

- Thread – 50WT cotton thread (neutral color)
- Pins – Suggested Clover 100 Count Patchwork Glasshead Pins Size 30
- Seam Ripper
- Marking pens/pencil – suggested Pilot FriXion Ball Erasable Gel Pens Fine Point
- Fabric Scissors – Suggest Kai 8” Scissors #N5210
- Travel Size Ruler – 6.5 x 12.5
- Rotary Cutter – size 45mm
- Small Cutting Mat – 12x18
- Travel Iron with a small iron board / ironing mat